The massive growth of powerful mobile devices and fast network connections have emphasised the use of electrical material in education and distance learning. The traditional form of paper books can be replaced nowadays with ebooks and pdf readers in tablets. However, the audiovisual content in education has also increased during the past few years as the era of high definition (HD) has started. One phenomenon, distance learning, has gained popularity among university students since the lecture content can be viewed over distance from mobiles, tablets and laptops. Youtube-like solutions for accessing the video content are preferred more than basic video download, leading to a solution where teacher can possess and distribute the content on a single server. This paper illustrates our open-source video content server for educational usage where PHPmotion operates as the course video content platform. Several modifications were added to PHPmotion in order to obtain support for mobiles and tablets with different operating systems. The target of this work was to create an educational, simple, open-source video management platform that can be easily integrated to CDN environment. Our long-term target is to create low-latency video communication to the platform by utilising novel video compression and streaming techniques.
Introduction
Modern technology utilisation in teaching and learning is gaining more and more momentum in education every day. Furthermore, today's fast and wide 3G/4G network coverage provide instant access to services anytime -anywhere, which favourites distance learning from mobiles and tablets (see also Table 1 ). Therefore it is essential to create mobiles services that enable innovative new ways of teaching and learning. The latest research indicates that the assisting technology in teaching can improve the learning momentary, but it needs to be maintained in innovative way in order to preserve its assets [1] . The services should not only fulfil the basic needs of the teaching process, but Table 1 . The main advantages and disadvantages of distance learning [2] . also to adapt automatically to the users abilities, individual learning requirements and devices in use. In addition to the school-oriented education, the services developed for this paper can also support life-long learning or training in companies. Figure 1 shows one typical scenario of distance learning with the help of modern technology. This paper presents the implemented content management server containing a modified open-source video platform designed for educational purposes, which supports the variety of modern mobiles, tablets and laptops with differentiating operating systems. The implementation follows the existing open-source software technologies that are combined together in an innovative way.
Due to development of technology, the hot topics, such as (HD) video streaming, teleconferencing, distance learning and IPTV can be developed further and actual usage scenarios with actual tests and target groups can be planned even further. In fact, the future predictions in this area include mobile and iPad video explosion, IPTV enhancements, multi-platform compatibility, HTML5 support and video in help with education [3] . All these predictions are related to each other quite strongly, because many educational tests are already done using iPads. In order to provide multi-platform compatibility, HTML5 support is needed [3] . C  o  n  t  e  n  t  M  a  n  a  g  e  m  e  n  t  S  e  r  v  e  r  :  V  i  d  e  o  p  r  e  p  a  r  a  t  i  o  n  (  P  H  P  m  o  t  i  o  n  )   H  T  T  P  w  e  b  s  e  r  v  e  r   H  T  T  P  c  a  c  h  e   H  T  T  P  c  a  c  h  e   V i  d  e  o  c  a  m  e  r  a  c  a  p  t  u  r  e   V  i  d  e  o  c  o  n  t  e  n  t   V i  d  e  o  c  o n t e n t Figure 1 . Distance learning.
HTTP over Mobile & Wireless
The wide selection of new devices with powerful processors, fast wireless and wired network connections and smooth touch screens have opened many new technology areas that can help or even substitute the old-school books and newspapers. For instance, fast growth of e-papers designed especially to touch-screen tablets (such as Apple iPad or Samsung Galaxy Tab) have increased the sale of these devices allowing the user to experience improved quality of Internet surfing. Furthermore, e-books have increased their popularity as an alternative to traditional printed library books. E-books have many advantages compared to normal books, such as instant delivery of the content to your home sofa from the selection of hundred of books with huge portability, space savings in your book self, text font adjustments and no actual trees are needed for printing the paper -just to name a few advantages [4] . Naturally, if E-books gain powerful ground among the readers, this will also have its influence as an alternative tool for educational purposes. Some of the e-book services are not limited to tablets. For example, one Finnish corporation has a service that allows the user to read books from a mobile [5] .
Apple iPad has been used in many Finnish educational studies e.g. in [6] [7] where a group of students has possessed an individual iPad to be used in their daily school work. Most of the students commented iPads easiness in information retrieval and group work although it can also have its negative aspect by diminishing the orientation to the actual teaching. However, one of the problems in iPad is its small memory capacity, but this is replaced by using cloud services such as Dropbox . This also reduces the need for external hard drives (usb) and paper printouts. Naturally the social media, Personal Learning Network (PLN), is very helpful assistant in changing ideas and keeping quick touch with each other and makes the file sharing between tablets easy to accomplish.
Alongside with the emerge of smart mobiles and tablets, high-quality video streaming has become more and more popular these days. In distance learning, students may want to watch the lectures afterwards when they have a good time slot or watch live stream from the lecture room. However, video streaming in heterogeneous network and client environment has its challenges when considering video usage in education. Naturally, the changing bandwidth capacity is the main issue to be considered especially in wireless networks. In addition, the firewalls can become problematic, because RTP/RTSP/UDP streaming can be blocked in the server/client firewall. Nowadays, one the problems is the missing Flash support from iOS devices, which mean that alternative streaming formats needs to be exploited, such as .mp4.
Using videos in education usually means that dedicated video server is needed and/or distribution service is needed. Open-source software is favoured due to its minimal expenses compared to commercial software. Additionally, Youtube-like phenomenon has already proved its value, which makes it a good starting point when considering the video distribution service. In fact, there are a great amount of video sharing applications in the Internet, such as ClipBucket, VidiScript and PHPmotion, from which the latter was our choice to be used in the content management server implementation. Some of the latest state-of-the-art research in this area has followed the same decision, but they are only dedicated to PC usage and lack of mobile and tablet support [8] [9] . This paper is organised in the following way. Chapter two includes a small presentation of video content management and video streaming. Chapter three illustrates our implementation regarding the video content management server and video distribution platform. Finally, we draw a conclusion and give an insight to the future development of this work-in-progress platform.
Video content management
In order to distribute educational video content effectively, content needs to be classified and organised wisely. Furthermore, a variety of different devices, operating systems and languages play a common role nowadays, which means that ways to adapt, update, upgrade and maintain the system among several users forms an essential factor. From the video perspective, effective compression technologies provide space savings not only in the server, but also during the transmission. Combined this to the novel video streaming technologies, low capacity channels can provide at least satisfying quality of experience for the end user.
Content management servers
Through the rapid increase of e-learning and availability of educational resources in digital form as well as user-oriented educational software development, one of the problems arises in the context of intelligent content management, especially when dealing with video streaming. Content management servers (CMS) usually consist of physical server(s) for data storage. Furthermore, a large number of people can share and contribute this stored data by accessing the server with various devices. The data can contain documents, pictures, drawsheets, videos etc. The content management server has its owner who controls the users by setting roles and privileges. Usually the owner is the only one who can modify (e.g. delete) the server's content. In order to allow easy maintenance of the content management server, an online learning environment is attached to the server working as a web hosting portal.
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are often appended to CMS, because CDNs reduce the delivery cost for cacheable content, improve the quality of experience for the end users and increase the robustness of delivery. CDN usually consists of a content server and so called edge servers from which the geographically nearest of the user's request caches the content from the main content server and then delivers the content to the user. Many global web servers are using edge servers in order to accelerate the page load time, which succeeds successfully if the edge server is relatively(geographically) close to the end user.
As was stated earlier, the field of different end user devices has been expanded greatly resulting to the challenges especially when handling videos from the server towards different users with tablets, mobile phones, laptops etc. This yields to the issue where several videos needs to be stored into the server with distinct properties, such as suitable resolution for the end terminal, satisfying level of quality providing not only adequate quality of experience, but also fulfilling the bandwidth limitations. In order to reach more complexity for the video streams, the frame rate can also vary, which means that more data storage is needed for pre-encoded video streams. The variety of different videos assesses to the issue where the server content needs to be managed wisely and efficiently. Figure 2 illustrates an educational scenario of a content management server with in-built transcoding engine.
During the era of electrical data content, more and more teachers want to share videos and other multimedia with their students in their courses. Probably the most important factor is how to share the content easily. Many schools, institutions and universities already use learning platforms, such as Discendum Optima or Moodle [10] , but they are usually designed only for file sharing or forming small discussions. Wordpress [11] also has a plugin called Courseware , which is designed for class-oriented education likewise as Apples iTunes U [12] is designed especially for universities. These can be also classified to content management systems. One of the restrictions in many universities is that the university firewalls narrow the possibility of using online video streams in teaching -at least if the student is not inside the university network.
Some content management systems are already designed for sharing and watching videos as they work as multimedia content servers. PHPmotion [13] and Kaltura [14] are two examples of such systems. The main features in PHPmotion include video sharing, photo/image sharing, audio sharing and blogging. Many small features are also present; such as adding comments, forming groups or searching for content with search words. However, in order to use PHPmotion for educational purposes, the main features should include at least courses selection and the overall functionality should contain less complex interface.
On the contrary to PHPmotion's open-source availability, Kaltura offers most of its services as chargeable. Regarding the tools designed especially for educational purposes, Kaltura Mediaspace [15] is probably one of the most interesting services regarding this matter as it advertises itself as a Youtube for your campus. Kaltura Mediaspace has many interesting features to be considered for educational purposes, especially for the need where videos are needed to be watched in multi-instance devices; tablets, mobiles, PCs etc. For instance, Kaltura has an intelligent transcoding mechanism that transcodes the uploaded video stream into multiple flavours of choice in order to utilise the adaptive bitrate technology. In addition, user can even substitute the transcoder with some third party transcoding service.
"Our system automatically detects the viewers connection speed and device capabilities and delivers the optimal video flavor. In the case of changing network conditions, Kaltura will adapt mid-stream to deliver uninterrupted playback." [15] Although Kaltura has several advantages and features, most of its services are chargeable and there exists many limits in data storage, security and therefore its usage for educational purposes should be considered carefully, mainly because it is more like a video platform designed in Youtube-like video services. However, its transcoding mechanism (see Figure 1 ) is intelligent and user-friendly. How it works (and should work): A teacher uploads a video montage of his/her teaching into content manage- Figure 2 . Content management server. ment server and inside this, it will be transcoded to multiple formats after which the most suitable encoded file will be streamed/sent to the appropriate user. At this point, the server gets also some information about the channel state and selects the file fulfilling the device capabilities as well as bandwidth limitations.
Content Management Server

Today's video streaming
Download-based video transmission (pull technology) is nowadays the most common technique to distribute video in
Internet and e.g. Youtube uses it. Some video services demand that the whole file is downloaded at the beginning to the target device before the actual playback. Youtube uses so called progressive download, which enables to begin the video playback while still downloading the rest of the file. This is quite efficient method, when the target user has sufficient speed for the network connection. Naturally if the connection speed is low, annoying pauses in the playback will occur, which yields to very annoying quality of experience, especially when thinking its use for educational purposes. The pull technology cant be utilised in real-time video streaming (such as live feed from teachers presentation), mainly because of long delays caused by the TCP handshakes.
As the progressive download is still one of the most favourite streaming technologies, also HTTP streamingbased solutions have raised their heads in the past few years. The large overhead of TCP, caches, NATs and firewall issues in RTP/RTSP/UDP streaming are less problematic in HTTP [16] . The evolved Internet infrastructure support efficient usage of HTTP and CDNs [17] , which can also utilise HTTP streaming in video delivery to clients. Furthermore, the additional advantages in HTTP streaming include matters such as The basic idea in all of the HTTP streaming solutions is similar; video file is splitted into segments and manifest file tells which segments are available for downloading. Most of the methods use Extensible Markup Language (XML) format for the manifest file and MPEG-2(.ts) for the content. The client downloads and plays the short segments, usually only few seconds long, of the original stream in the order defined in the playlist. The segments are encoded to multiple different data rates. The segmented streaming solution can be used for both live and on demand, but the main advantage lies in the capability to adapt the prevailing network bandwidth e.g. by measuring the length of the client's input buffer. HTTP adaptive streaming has two dominating streaming solutions named as MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) and HTTP Live Streaming (HLS).
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [18] as an extension of H.264/AVC standard focuses especially for one encoded stream from which several sub-streams can be decoded. This yields to space savings in the content management server. SVC stream can have three scalabilities; temporal (frame rate), spatial(resolution) or SNR (quality) which means that one encoded SVC stream can hold several different sub-streams to various end devices. However, the lack of powerful SVC encoders still has its negative aspect for its usage in live video conference systems. Furthermore, also the new video coding standard, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [19] [20] , is planning to include the SVC scalabilities (or at least some) to the new video coding standard that is currently under development. HEVC aims at improve the coding efficiency compared to H.264/AVC, but still maintaining the video quality. However, the computational expense to this can be demanding, which means that real-time (HD) encoders will be a challenging task to implement.
HTML5 support will be important feature for all web related material in future, such as in video players. Compared to the current HTML4, HTML5 is promised to be scalable to all platforms and devices, faster in the start-up of video playback and there should be no need for proprietary video plug-ins, such as Adobe Flash (which has very poor support for mobile devices). Recently Adobe announced that they will not continue development of Flash technology to mobile devices any more, instead they will start supporting HTML5 technology [21] , mainly because Flash has some problems with reliability, security and performance for mobile devices. When thinking educationally helpful applications (especially with integrated video players), it is good to keep in mind that HTML5 support is quite essential characteristics to be included in the application development. All new versions smartphone operating systems such as new versions of iOS, Android, Windows Phone and Samsung Bada have good support for HTML5. Adobe says HTML5 to be the best solution for enabling rich content in mobile platforms [21] .
Implementation
The mobility of the handheld devices for education purposes, such as in tablets, is a clear advantage in studying and learning. The problems with the handheld devices arise usually with the poor network connection and incompatibility to certain software. For distance learning, we identify the need for non-complex video platform and automation of the content management server, which performs all the heavy work such as transcoding and content classification. A certain improvement for facing the network bandwidth fluctuation in live distance sessions is also needed. Easy setup of the live lecture session from the teachers viewpoint needs to be designed as well as easy distance participation to the lecture. Usually the live presentations are only oneway, where the students can watch the presentation without ability to ask questions or comments from the teacher so we try to narrow this problem to make the video conference more two-way to several participants. Preserving the video stream in a continuous state via adaptation, also when the bandwidth is low, is the principle issue to be faced and solved. Naturally the important security and authentication issues will not be neglected. With this video learning platform solution we provide client-independent access to the portal and substitute the live lecture attendance while minimising the administrative issues from the teacher.
Our solution consists of dedicated video content management server that provides server-side intelligence and easy structure for educational purposes. The actual content management server machine is a multicore i5 PC, with Linux (Ubuntu 12.04) operating system. At the moment, the web access is restricted to our internal high-speed network during the development and testing phase. Before our installation of the actual video platform interface, we installed LAMP meaning we are using Apache web server, MySQL database and PHP. Youtube-like progressive download is used for video playback.
The web interface in the content management server is built under the open-source concept PHPmotion [13] , which holds a powerful video distribution platform. The modified PHPmotion and course interface can be seen in Figure 4 . The decision for PHPmotion was concluded mainly because its familiarity and open-source, full editable source code in order to customise the portal for our educational needs. With this decision we aim to provide easy video upload process for the administrator in order to distribute e.g. video lecture feed or conference presentation to the server. Currently, our modified PHPmotion includes several players under testing, such as PHPmotion's own player, Flowplayer and JW Player, which is primarily used for iOS devices. PHPmotion uses MySQL as a database and FFmpeg & MEncoder for transcoding.
The server-side video transcoding engine (FFmpeg & MEncoder) creates several video files from the original stream that are suitable for different client devices, such as Android mobiles or iPad tablets including HTML5 support, which shortage is very common issue in the novel video portals. The input video format can be either raw video file or encoded format. We modified a lot the current transcoding parameters in order to provide good trade-off between high quality and bitrate. In addition, the client device identification selects the most suitable stream with convenient video resolution and bitrate providing adequate quality of experience for the client (e.g. a student in distance viewing the mornings lecture afterwards). The encoding process with high quality for long video streams takes a few minutes so therefore a stream with lower bitrate can be downloaded earlier in the portal. The client device identification is currently implemented for linux/Windows PC, iPad, iPod, Android mobile, Blackperry and MAC OS X. The support still needs to be done e.g. to Windows mobiles. The automatic client identification and stream selection logic is implemented to the server and requires no separate actions from the client. An illustrative test picture from MAC OS X, iPad and Android mobile (HTC) can be seen in Figure 3 . The selected video is automatically enlarged to full screen in mobiles. The full-screen option is available also for other devices as a separate link.
The PHPmotion's website [13] illustrates the traditional interface, which is quite complex at first sight. In order to reduce the complexity and to fit the platform better for educational purposes, several modifications were done. The simplified interface can be seen in Figure 4 . As can be seen, the menu bar holds only "Home", "Courses" and "Upload" items. Basically the developed platform is excellent for course-oriented education, where different type of material e.g. video, audio, picture, text can be uploaded to the server.
The authorisation and security issues were considered important when developing the platform. We realised three different roles addition to "guest": admin, teacher and student (registered user). The student has read-only rights for the portal whereas teacher has an ability to create new courses, upload video/audio/picture content to the courses, delete content and accept/reject students to courses. Before course owner's acceptance, content can not be viewed. Naturally, the usage of the platform is not only narrowed to school, but can be used e.g. in conferences or company training. Finally, both English and Finnish language files were generated to the portal.
There are many commercial educational content platform available, which hold the similar characteristics as our solution. However, the open-source components, HTML5 support, full mobile client support to modern mobiles and tablets emphasise the novelty of our work. Furthermore, we have tested our solution also our open-source CDN. The usage of CDN minimises the download time, because the geographically nearest edge servers of the client can cache the video content from the content server. Finally, we are also considering novel open-source ways (cloud) to minimise the storage capacity in the content server.
Conclusion and future remarks
This work presented a content management server for video distribution primarily to be used in education. The content management server includes PHPmotion as the video distribution platform, where FFmpeg transcodes the input video content into HTML5 compliant form in order to support also iOS devices. Teacher-student based administration roles for the content management server have been developed during the modifications, where teacher holds the possession of adding and deleting content and student has read-only permissions to the content. The server-side client identification systems assures and selects the optimal video resolution for the client device. Through intensive modifications of the PHPmotion, the results demonstrate an easy-to-use, open-source video platform with dedicated content management server that minimise the administrative work, but then again maximise the client coverage and support distance teaching and learning with mobile devices. The future development of the platform includes issues such as two-way HTTP live streaming, mobile upload, security improvements (e.g. prevention from SQL injections), client bandwidth detection as well as video adaptation and real-time client commentary to the live feed.
